No.21019/07/2012-Cus(AS)Pt-II
Government of India
Ministry of Finance
Department of Revenue
Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs
(Anti-Smuggling Unit)

Hudco Vishala Building, 5th Floor,
Bhikaji Cama Place, R. K. Puram,
New Delhi, Dated: 12.03.2019

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: Procurement 01 of Drive-through Container Scanner (Rail) at
JNPT- Global e-tender No. 06(AS)/2019 dated 15.07.2019,
- Regarding.

The undersigned is directed to inform that the Directorate of Logistics,
(CBIC), Department of Revenue, Ministry of Finance, has floated a Global e-
tender Nos. 06(AS)/2019, dated 15.07.2019, for supply, installation &
commissioning of 01 Drive Through Container Scanner(Rail)(DTRS) at JNPT,
Nhava Sheva, Mumbai and to state that the requirements and financial stakes
associated with the procurement of DTRS being profound in nature, the
ascertainment of performance of DTRS installed at several locations worldwide
shall definitely help while making a decision to procure such equipments for
JNPT and other Ports.

2. In this regard, the undersigned is further directed to enclose the request
letters to the administrations of few countries (where the DTRS are already
installed) requesting them to provide the feedback of the performance of such
 equipments.

3. Therefore, it is requested to forward the above-mentioned letters on
priority to the respective users of DTRS so that procurement process is not
delayed.

Encl.: As above.

(Prem Babu)
Under Secretary to the Government of India
Telfax: 26177328

To
The Joint Secretary (Establishment),
Ministry of External Affairs,
Jawaharlal Nehru Bhawan, New Delhi.
To,
Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation
Federal State Unitary Enterprises
Department of Departmental Security
Russian Federation, Moscow
[Fax No. +7 (499)495-00-10]

Dear Sir,

Directorate of Logistics, Central Board of Indirect Taxes & Customs, Ministry of Finance, Government of India, published a Global e-Tender for procurement of X-ray based Portal (not mobile or gantry based) dual energy (6 MeV/4 MeV) X-ray Scanning Systems to be deployed in the scanning of cargo containers loaded on to Rail Wagons namely Drive-through Container Scanner (Rail). It is prestigious and time bound procurement by Government of India. M/s Scantronics Systems, Moscow, the Original Equipment Manufacturer of one of the Bidders against our e-tender, have submitted that 3 Nos. Drive-through Container Scanner (Rail) suitable X-ray scanning of wagon mounted cargo containers have been supplied to your organization by them and are in operation since September 2019 & October 2019 respectively.

2. In this connection, we request you to kindly provide the following information on the scanner system supplied to your organization, which will enable us to evaluate the firm’s bid:

(i) Make & model of the Scanner System supplied.
(ii) Performance of the scanner system with respect to the specified performance parameters.
(iii) Uptime (number of hours) of scanner system, on annual basis.
(iv) Is the maintenance carried out by Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) or third party agency?
(v) Any major maintenance issues noted during the use of the scanner system.
(vi) Any deterioration/ degradation noted in the scanner system.
(vii) Performance of OEM / maintenance agency in resolving maintenance up-gradation issues.
(viii) Any other information you may like to share with us in this regard.

3. We, as an office under Govt. of India, assure that the information furnished by you will be kept confidential and will be used solely for official purposes in the evaluation of the instant tender. We request you to provide the requisite inputs as above at the earliest, though we will appreciate receiving the same latest by 20.01.2020, this being the prestigious and time bound procurement of Govt of India.

Yours sincerely,

(Dr. Anees C)
Deputy Commissioner